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Fr. Pepe Ruiz serves Puerto Rico after Conversation:
SchoolSchmelter’s family hit by hurricane
wide day of Hurricane Maria
to move our tickets to get to Editor in Chief Jack Schweizer sat and all that. And then a couple of
Puerto Rico before the hur- down with native Puerto Rican days later, their service was back
service for
ricane. Other people were Anja Schmelter, St. Louis U. High’s on so you know, I’ve been able to
bicentennial
calling us crazy because Director of Admissions, in her of- talk. It’s kind of spotty on and off.
BY Steven
STAFF

Zak

O

n the Friday after midterm exams, St. Louis U.
High will participate in an all
school day of service at various locations around the St.
Louis area as part of the plan
for the school’s bicentennial.
The idea for the all
school day of service came to
President David Laughlin last
year while planning events for
the bicentennial celebration.
Laughlin and the bicentennial committee wanted to come
up with events that would be
centered around their central
theme of gratitude.
“We wanted gratitude to
be our organizing principle,”
said Laughlin. “We feel so
grateful for all the people that
have come before us.”
Laughlin had been inspired by other Jesuit schools
across the country that had
similar all-school days of service to celebrate their own anniversaries.
“The idea of taking one
day from the school year and

BY Jake Hennes
NEWS EDITOR

W

hile most of us have
watched
helplessly
as multiple hurricanes have
ripped through different parts
of our country and world the
past few months, Fr. Pepe
Ruiz S.J., a former Saint Louis
U. High faculty member, has
been in San Juan, Puerto Rico
aiding those who are in need.
Ruiz was originally sent
continued on page 2 to Puerto Rico to work at St.

Linhares
to host
new
podcast
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Ruiz during his time at SLUH.

Ignatius school and in a nearby parish roughly two months
before Hurricane Maria devastated the country. He lives
in a community with eleven
other Jesuits. When he heard
that the hurricane was coming, he was at a conference on
fundraising in Atlanta, Ga. He
felt called to go back before
Maria hit in order to be there
to help when it did.
“When we heard about
the hurricane, we decided

most people were trying to
leave, while we were trying
to go there,” said Ruiz. “The
main reason I wanted to get
there before the hurricane
was because I was one of the
youngest in the community
of Jesuits. I knew that some
of the older guys would probably need some help and that
I would probably be able to
help them.”
They arrived back in
Puerto Rico just two days
before the storm hit. After
the storm, there was a ton of
cleanup work to do, most of
which Ruiz never imagined
he would be doing during his
time there.
“After the hurricane, one
of the biggest jobs had to do
with picking up branches. It’s
usually a job that you wouldn’t
think of a priest doing, but I
picked up an axe and a machete and we went at it. Before
I left for Puerto Rico, I never
thought that I would spend
a full day chopping up trees
with an axe,” said Ruiz.
The storm also affected
the general infrastructure of

continued on page 4

Teacher in-service reflects on STEM and
innovation, sustainability, and more

Hannick speaking at the Faculty in-service day two Friday’s ago.
BY Paul
STAFF

Gillam

T

wo Friday’s ago, on September 29, the student
body was given the day off
while the St. Louis U. High
faculty attended an in-service
day. The purpose of the in-
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service day was to discuss
the four new curriculum institutes—STEM and innovation, civil rights and human
dignity, sustainability, and
freshmen curriculum—that
faculty are involved in.
The day began at 8 a.m.

Washington works at Reserve
Washington explores the Federal
Reserve and dedicates time to his
passion of economics to help the
younger generation share in his
enthusiasm. Page 2
Opinion

Hastings discusses dance policy
Senior Pierce Hastings reflects
on how we, as Catholics, can im©2017 St. Louis University High prove our outreach to homosexSchool Prep News. No material may ual students at SLUH regarding
be reprinted without the permission
the dance policy. Page 3
of the editors and moderator.

people in Puerto Rico.

AS: My mom and dad are there,
and hopefully they are going to
come to St. Louis on Friday, if
that flight leaves. You know the
airport was obviously impacted
like everything else. It sounds like
flights are operating somewhat
back to normal, so we’re hoping
that they can get in on their flight
on Friday and they’re going to
spend a little bit of time with us
here until things normalize.

M

continued on page 2

|
Schmelter during the interview on Tuesday. photo Joe Hillmeyer

JS: Wow, so have you made contact with them?

BY James Pollard
CORE STAFF

any know Mr. Jim
Linhares as “Assistant
Principal,” but soon he will be
adopting an additional role:
radio host. Linhares will be
hosting a podcast about St.
Louis U. High, discussing important issues in St. Louis and
within the St. Louis U. High
community, as well as interviewing alumni.
“What it will become, I
don’t know, but what it is going to be is an occasional radio program/podcast about
St. Louis U. High,” said Linhares.
After the publication of
SLUH’s magazine this summer, the administration was
brainstorming ways to make

fice on Tuesday for 50 minutes,
talking about Hurricane Maria’s JS: Yeah, I mean I imagine that
impact on her family, who still live would be terrifying, having your
on the island.
family so far away and then with
communications in such poor
Jack Schweizer: I’ve heard you conditions. What was that like?
have family in Puerto Rico? You
have family there?
AS: The last time Puerto Rico
was hit by a storm of this magAnja Schmelter: Yeah, I was born nitude was over 80 years ago. So
and raised in Puerto Rico. I lived not even my parents were alive
there all the way until I graduated then. So growing up when the
from high school. When I came fall came and it was hurricane
to the states for college, my mom season, everybody knew about it.
and dad are still in Puerto Rico, And most houses had the equipand none of my siblings are there ment to cover windows and stuff
but I have a lot of extended fam- like that, whether it was built-in
ily, cousins, and nephews, and storm windows, or plywood that
nieces, and friends from growing I remember my dad putting up.
up, and aunts and uncles, lots of So nothing of this magnitude

Feature
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AS: Yeah, you know the hurricane happened on the 20th and
they lost cell service on that day.
I think it depended what service
carrier you had as many of the
towers were impacted. So theirs
was, and they were able to call us
using a friend’s cell phone, just
continued on page 2 to let us know that they were ok

with Mass in the Chapel and
a breakfast following the
Mass. At 9 a.m., Principal Ian
Gibbons led the faculty in a
prayer and gave the overview
of the day. Then the four curriculum institutes presented

Schumachers achieve 36 ACT
Senior Kurt Schumacher completes the hat trick; he and his
two brothers, Frank and Stephen,
have achieved a 36 on the ACT, a
first in school history. Page 3

News

JS: So how did you make contact
with them because I know a lot
of the power lines are down?

Curriculum institute
Curriculum institute held over
the past summer targets the
freshman as they explored the
ways to balance growth and
struggle. Page 3

Sports

Swimming gets second at COMO
Swimming splashes their way
into second at COMO, setting a
new school record with several
swimmers qualifying for state.
Page 6
Sports

Hockey destroys opponents
Varsity hockey shuts out rivals
CBC 4-0 as jerseyed students
dominated the crowd, making
Spirit Leader Sam Lockwood
fulfill a promise and dye his hair
true SLUH blue. Page 7

has hit Puerto Rico since then,
and even when there have been
pretty bad storms, they were never head on. So then here comes
Maria, and with winds that
strong, I think the rain started
sometime in the early morning,
6:30 in the morning, 6:00 in the
morning on the west coast, you
know those storms come from
the Atlantic so they hit Puerto
Rico East to West. And that’s the
last time I talked to my parents
until the next day.
You know I did a little research because obviously I’ve
been in touch with my friends
and my family but they don’t
have cable, they’re like the old
days, radio, so we sometimes tell
them more of what we’re hearing. I saw a picture yesterday
on Facebook of what the major
grocery stores look like, it’s pretty
much empty shelves, so something we cannot imagine. And
then from schools, closing meant
that, you know many of them are
losing a month of school, but also
think of juniors and seniors that
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A variety of teachers speak about
different institutes

(continued from page 1)

on the progress that they
had made. The sustainability and freshmen curriculum institutes started and
finished this past summer,
so the report on these institutes were more extensive
than the others.
The first institute to
present was the sustainability institute. Assistant
Principal for Missions, Jim
Linhares, English teacher
John Kavanaugh, and history teacher Tom Zinselmeyer presented on the papal
encyclical Laudato Si and
the United Nations’ global
goals for sustainable development, and how some of
these goals could be implemented here at SLUH. The
presentation was titled “Our
Common Home.”
Following the presentation on sustainability, the
STEM and innovation institute presented on how they
plan to bring more STEM
opportunities to SLUH.
One thing that math and

computer science teacher
Dan See stressed was that
STEM is the intersection of
science, technology, engineering, and math, not just
each discipline individually. He also discussed the
book Creating Innovators
by Tony Wagner, which
the committee is currently
reading.
Next came the civil
rights and human dignity
institute. Since the group is
newly formed, they mostly
presented on their goals.
English
teacher
Frank
Kovarik presented about
the book that the committee
recently read, Where do We
Go from Here? by Rev. Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr.
The final institute to
present was the freshmen
curriculum institute. They
presented about growth
mindset, assessment, and
executive
functioning.
Math teacher Craig Hannick
and science teacher Tim
O’Keefe presented on brain
science and metacogni-

tion. Following Hannick
and O’Keefe, a short video,
made by science teacher
Bradley Mueller, showed interviews of students talking
about how they utilize executive functioning during
their daily lives.
An activity came next,
where the faculty members
were handed sheets of paper
with twenty different suggested Do’s and Dont’s for
the classroom. Each faculty
member selected the top
three from each group and
put them aside for later discussion.
After the activity, Sherry Kulpa of Education Plus
spoke about current models of curriculum development and how they might
be used at SLUH. She spoke
for about 40 minutes on the
topic.
The whole assembly
adjourned for lunch and
after met in their separate
departments for discussion.

SLUH dedicates day
to service in honor of
bicentennial

(continued from page 1)

doing community service was
something that I had seen some
of our other Jesuit schools do,”
said Laughlin.
The goal of the service day is to make an example
and show the St. Louis community that we are committed
to helping them, just as they
have helped us over the past 200
years. The service day also provides a good example to show
what Jesuit education is about:
being a man for others. The day
of service is also being promoted
to alumni across the country.
“I think it’s an opportunity in the spirit of gratitude
for our community to make
a statement that says we are
here to serve the community,”
said Laughlin. “We have plans
to promote that to our alumni
across the country for them to
serve their own communities.”
Because there was a

to run the event and help pick
out the sites where the students
will be doing the service.
“Mr. Laughlin asked
Fr. Hill, as the new director of
campus ministry, to work on
creating this event,” said Beugg.
Over the summer,
Hill and Ehlmann began planning the structure of the day.
They wanted to make sure that
the events were fun for the students, but stayed true to the central theme. The day will begin
with an all school Mass which
will be followed by the students
going to their service locations.
Freshmen, their senior
advisors, and sophomores will
be walking over to Forest Park
for their service day. They will
divide up by homeroom and
separate into different areas of
Forest Park, including Central
Fields, the Grand Basin, and the
History Museum, to clean up
the park.

artwork | Patrick Finlay

day off at the beginning of the
year for the solar eclipse, the
administration thought that it
would be appropriate to remove
the day off that previously had
been at the end of exam week.
A date in the fall was also chosen because the administration
thought that the weather would
be milder than in the summer
or winter.
The
administration
teamed up with campus ministry, specifically Fr. Joseph Hill,
Nick Ehlman and Meg Beugg,

Juniors and seniors will
be carpooling across the city to
different locations, including
elementary schools, urban gardens, and St. Vincent de Paul
thrift stores, to harvest, weed,
clean, receive and sort donations, and polish church pews.
Everybody will then return
to SLUH, take a group picture,
and then participate in the annual celebration of Fall Fest,
hosted by STUCO, which was
moved from the end of Spirit
Week to Friday.

Linhares to discuss communitywide issues in radio podcast

(continued from page 1)

the electronic version unique,
eventually settling on the
idea of a podcast. Director
of Communications Ben DuMont and Linhares had previously discussed the possibility
of a radio show, and DuMont
asked Linhares if he would be
interested in hosting.
“I had mentioned to him
that it was the kind of thing
that might be great, electronic
communication for the new
era, because people like to
look at videos and they like to
listen to podcasts,” said Linhares.
“I knew that Jim was very
excited about this magazine
project and I’m always looking for input from people, so
I went to Jim,” said DuMont.
“Jim is very articulate, and he’s
very enthusiastic about SLUH
and our mission, so he was
the first person I went to to
host this podcast.”

artwork | Patrick Dwyer

But Linhares and DuMont are not alone on this
endeavour. The putting together of this radio program
is an all-school effort, with
band teacher Jeff Pottinger
composing the introductory
theme track and the jazz band
recording it.
In addition to the band

program, the IT department
has been involved as well.
Linhares met with members
of the IT department to learn
how to work the recording
software in the Pulse room,
where he will be recording.
They had hoped to record and
release the first program by
next week, but are still working out some technical details
with the software.
Both Linhares and DuMont expressed hope that this
podcast will expand beyond
the bicentennial year.
“I would love to do this
for a while. I have wanted to
do something like this for a
long time, and I think that
it could really be cool,” said
Linhares. “And it might well
be that it takes off beyond
this thing I am going to do.
Maybe other people will want
to do things like it, and maybe
SLUH will develop a podcast presence out there in the
world. Why not, right?”

Senior Thomas Curdt, co-author of the
theme song, in the band room.
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Senior Washington selected by Federal Reserve
Board of St. Louis to 2017-18 student board
BY Riley McEnery
NEWS EDITOR

S

enior Teddy Washington was elected over
the summer to the Federal
Reserve Board of St. Louis’
student board of directors for the 2017-18 school
year. On the student board,
Washington learns about
the Federal Reserve and attends monthly meetings.
Washington
learned
about
the
opportunity
through his mother, who
works for the Federal Reserve. The application process included a school transcript and a detailed essay
about economics and how it
relates to daily life.
The Federal Reserve
consists of 12 regional
banks that each work on
regulation supervision.
“They’re like a bank for
banks,” said Washington.
“Say you get a loan from
Bank of America would get
a loan from the Federal Reserve Bank.”
The Federal Reserve
can print money if the economy is dwindling and also
invests government bonds
to help steady the economy. They do this by selling
bonds to increase activity in
the market when there is a

lack of activity. This work
helps to regulate the economy.
Washington applied for
the student board because
of his interest in money flow
and the economy. Currently
he is taking Dr. Kevin Foy’s
AP Economics class, but he
has followed the economy
in the past as well.
“I got involved because
I’ve been interested in econ,
and I’m taking AP Econ this
year, but I’d always been
kind of intrigued by the
market,” said Washington.
The program’s primary
focus is on teaching the
students about the Federal
Reserve and its role in the
community. At meetings,
members of the Federal Reserve inform the members

of the student board about
the economy.
“I’m almost taking like
an econ class about the Fed,”
said Washington. “What
I’ve learned is that when
we go to the meetings, it’s a
lot more about talking—the
Fed employees talk to me
and the rest of the group
about what the Fed does
and what their responsibilities are. It’s really a process
of getting to learn a little bit
of econ at the macro level,
and also just learning monetary policy.”
Through the student
board, the Fed hopes to
influence the younger generation. Members of the
student board are given
information
about
the
Fed, and then learn how

artwork | Daniel Klarsch

to present it to the community around them. They
use members of the student
board to inform members
of the younger generation
about what the Fed does in
an attempt to raise awareness about the economy.
“I’m doing a presentation now, and how I present
this kind of information to
kids my age is how they’re
going take their information that they need to get
out and reach our generation as we grow up,” said
Washington.
The student board is a
heavy time commitment for
Washington, as it requires
he spend time working on
presentations and attend
monthly meetings, but he
finds it to be well worth his
time because of his passion
for the economy.
“I’ve always been interested in money flow, how
printing money works, and
money supply and everything,” said Washington.
“So learning about this is a
lot easier for me to do than
learning about chemistry
and physics. I can just study
this stuff all day.”
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Letter: Hastings reflects on the dance Committee assesses freshman curriculum
policy regarding homosexual students
Ken Viehland
mindset, executive function, ecutive functioning has to do
To the current, past, and
future members of the SLUH
family:
St. Louis U. High is turning 200 years old at the end
of this year. An impressive
benchmark is just within our
grasp: 200 years of leadership in education, in and out
of the classroom. Since 1818,
we have forged the frontier in
St. Louis, setting the standard
for an environment where
young men not only discover
their potential but also form
their identity. In light of our
impending 200th birthday, I’d
like to call our attention to one
issue in particular that seems
left out of the conversation:
treatment of homosexual students.
In my opinion, our school
dance policy is not analyzed
and discussed with the same
vigor as other justice issues at
SLUH, such as race relations
and gender equality. Students
with same-sex attraction are
still unable to register a samesex person as a date to a SLUH
dance. Students have been
fighting this policy since the
early 2000s, but progress has
been slow. Open dialogue is
integral to a cohesive community, and we owe it to our nonstraight students to continue
this conversation, enforcing
our commitment to treat every
person that walks the SLUH
halls with respect and dignity.
Our mission statement,
found in the front of every student’s handbook, reads, “We

are a Catholic, Jesuit collegepreparatory school for young
men, committed to its presence in the city of St. Louis and
dedicated to building Christ’s
kingdom of truth, justice, love,
and peace.” We must firmly
abide to our mission, and
analyze how our dedication
to modeling Christ in truth,
justice, love, and peace affects
our approach as Catholics to
making policies that affect homosexual students.
Although Catholics remain divided on the morality of homosexuality, current
official doctrine states that
homosexual action, not homosexual attraction, is sinful.
By that logic, two homosexual
people in a chaste relationship
are not in a state of mortal sin.
Pope Francis is quite clear on
this distinction in his apostolic
exhortation Amoris Laetitia,
stating, “It can no longer simply be said that all those in any
‘irregular’ situation are living
in a state of mortal sin and are
deprived of sanctifying grace.”
He goes on to say, “We would
like before all else to reaffirm
that every person, regardless
of sexual orientation, ought
to be respected in his or her
dignity and treated with consideration, while ‘every sign of
unjust discrimination’ is to be
carefully avoided.” So, in the
context of SLUH, what is considered unjust discrimination?
I believe that two students attending a dance together—without
intimate

(unchaste) interaction—falls
under the category of chaste
attraction. If intimate interaction is assumed in taking a
date to a dance, then students
shouldn’t be allowed to take a
date to a dance at all, since that
would go against the Church’s
teaching on intimacy in premarital relationships. Therefore, intimate interaction is
not assumed in taking a date
to a dance, and these two homosexual students, who are in
a chaste relationship, should
be allowed to attend a dance
together. If we wish to follow
in Pope Francis’ footsteps, we
must evaluate the dance policy
and consider whether or not
it fits the mold of unjust discrimination.
We, as the leadership
school we are, have a responsibility to model acceptance,
love, and support of all students for the other Catholic
high schools in St. Louis. We
must forge the path in St. Louis U. High fashion, as Men for
Others in the pursuit of justice, just as we have done for
the past 200 years. We must
devote ourselves—even in the
face of fear—to following the
teachings of St. Ignatius, Pope
Francis, and most importantly,
Jesus. We must show the world
what it means to be a Jr. Billiken, whether gay, straight, or
any person in between.
Thank you,
Pierce Hastings

BY
REPORTER

O

ver the past few summers, multiple St. Louis
U. High teachers have come
together in interdepartmental
projects known as curriculum
institutes. These programs are
meant to look at possibilites
for improving different areas
of the school. This past summer, one of these curriculum
institutes focused specifically
on the freshman experience.
Then interim principal
Craig Hannick helped bring
about the freshman curriculum institute. He worked with
the other teachers involved to
develop the three main focuses of the program, and what
each would entail.
“The curriculum institutes are a result of our strategic thinking plan where we
looked at the setup of the entire school. There was a movement for a curriculum program in the summer where
teachers could be cross collaborative,” Hannick said. “Last
year, one of my goals was to
make several curriculum institutes, and one in particular
was for the freshmen. I came
up with the idea of having one
of these about our freshmen
through conversations with
Mr. Sciuto. He was able to
bring his expertise to the table
to help shape what this would
become.”
The base of this curriculum institute is composed of
three distinct components:

Senior Schumacher completes the family hat-trick:
achieves a 36 on ACT
BY Nathan P. Wild II and
Luke Wilmes
FEATURES EDITOR, STAFF

A

humble hulk is studying
among the students of
St. Louis U. High: senior Kurt
Schumacher. Myths are told
through STUCO emails about
this giant’s feats on the soccer
field, but many miss the precious gem embedded in his
skull. The hulk has shredded
AP Physics exams, ripped AP
Statistics tests to pieces, and
made history by matching
two of his older brothers by
getting a 36 on the American
College Test (ACT). Although
numerous 36’s have been
scored in years past, this is the
first time that three brothers,
all of whom attended SLUH,
have achieved a 36 score.
Despite achieving a 34
on his first test and 35’s on
his following tests, Kurt
was not satisfied until he
matched his brothers, finally scoring his 36 in September. He worked hard for
the ACT, not only studying on his own but also
taking math teacher Craig
Hannick’s ACT class last
winter.
“I am not surprised at
all. I knew he could do it.
I knew he was trying for it
and I knew it was going to
happen,” said college counselor Kate Kindbom. “He’s
just got that subtle demeanor and confidence.”
SLUH has proven to
nurture an academically
challenging environment

with a school-wide average of a 30 on the ACT.
Although 36’s are not common, 42 Junior Bills have
achieved scores of 36 in the
past twelve years.
“Everytime I see a 36, I

Mary Queen of Peace for
grade school, where great
teaching helped him to
achieve success on standardized tests. At SLUH,
Schumacher sees the many
opportunities outside of the

photo | Mr. Chris Sauer

just think ‘another one bites
the dust,’” said Kindbom.
“The breadth of knowledge that our guys have
here amazes me. To get a
36 used to be rarer, but the
test is really teachable, and
our boys have really figured
that out. In 32 years of college counseling, I have definitely seen more 36’s here
than anywhere else.”
Schumacher attended

Hannick’s class that have
helped him to become a
better test taker.
“(Mary
Queen
of
Peace) taught English really well, which helps a lot
on standardized tests,” said
Schumacher. “And obviously going to SLUH helps
a lot too.”
“He was like a prodigy
in the eighth grade,” said
senior Mark Kimes. “Every-

one knew he was going to
be the smartest.”
Schumacher seems to
have taken full advantage
of the challenging courses
at SLUH, throwing himself
at classes like AP Physics 1
and 2, Accelerated Chem,
and AP BC Calculus.
“I’m just good at math
and science,” said Schumacher. “They’re just really
fun classes.”
“Kurt is an outstanding
student who just gobbles
this stuff up,” said AP BC
Calculus teacher Donald
Steingruby. “It is no surprise to me how he did on
the ACT because he just
kept working at it, and his
persistence paid off: doing
the details and doing what
is needed to have success.”
One might think that
having such smart older
brothers would bring a lot
of pressure to do just as
well as them, but Schumacher feels like he put more
pressure on himself than
his family put on him.
“I got a 34 the first time
and my parents were just as
happy for me as the time I
got the 36, so there was no
pressure,” said Schumacher.
“I’m the only one who put
pressure on myself because
I wanted my family to be
recognized for getting three
36’s. If I didn’t have that,
then I don’t think I would
have kept trying.”
Following in the footsteps of his brother Frank,

and assessment. Mr. Tim
Curdt commented on the
mindset aspect of the program, detailing the findings
and process.
“The freshman curriculum institute gave us a chance
to share the theory of mindset
and discuss how we think being at SLUH triggers a fixed
mindset,” said Curdt. “We
talked about our approaches
in our spiritual background,
and the ways those help us
embrace growth and struggle.
It was a good opportunity to
discuss chances to model and
cultivate mindsets that promote growth. People were
able to share their thoughts on
where they saw positives and
where they saw a need for improvement.”
Another key part of the
program was the focus on
how executive function affects
learning. Learning consultant
and school counselor Bob Poirier, S.J., headed this part of
the effort. The discussions he
led focused on the fact that ex-

with how key the frontal lobe
is to organization, planning,
and completion.
“Based on what we know
about how the brain works
and the fact we’ve learned
the frontal lobe is a key area
to executive functioning,
we’ve developed our strategies concerning the area more
efficiently and thoroughly
than before,” said Poirier. “I
think now teachers and staff
are planning to include these
strategies of executive functioning.”
These two factors combined to form the assessment
area of the freshman curriculum institute, which was lead
by Social Studies department
chair Kevin Foy. This branch
of the program focused on
how teachers should assess
student learning in order to
breed encouragement that
strengthens the other areas
the institute learned about.
The focus shifted toward formative assessment.

Dr. Kevin Foy at the faculty in-service. photo | Mrs. Kathy Chott

36 ACT scores
The following seniors earned a score of
36 on their ACT (American College Test)

John Burke
Matthew Dorsey
Liam Heffernan
Thomas Munsell
Dominic Pancella
Christopher Schaefer
Kurt Schumacher
who was a varsity water
polo player, Kurt showcases
his talents outside of intellect on the varsity soccer
team.
“He’s a real leader on
the pitch,” said manager
of the varsity soccer team
Pete O’Malley. “He really has the respect of the
guys on his team. He’s really vocal despite being a
quiet guy in school because
he’s studying all the time.”
Schumacher plans to
continue developing his

gifts in math in college,
hopefully studying business, finance, and economics.
“Right now Vanderbilt
is my top choice, but I’m
also looking at the University of Indiana, University
of Southern California, and
Wash U.,” said Schumacher.
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Ruiz helps clean up, start food pantry, and start ministry for visiting
those in need after Hurricane Maria in Puerto Rico
(continued from page 1)

the island, causing electrical failure, problems with the
drinking water, and incredibly
limited communication and
internet access.
“There is no electricity
in most places because a lot
of the poles are down. When
you drive around, you have to
drive around a lot of cables.
Due to this, they can’t even
attempt to turn on the electricity because it would cause
chaos and disaster,” said Ruiz.
The water in Puerto Rico
is currently not safe to drink,
but many different people are
donating supplies to help out.
“Right after the hurricane, there was a long time
without water, and when it
came back, it was very dark.
Now it is clear, but not clean.
There has been a general
warning that the water might
not be safe to drink, so we
have to purify it,” said Ruiz.
“A few days ago, Strake Jesuit
in Houston donated 1,000 water purifiers to help with the
shortage.”
Also, it is nearly impossible for some to communicate
effectively without electricity.
Some people have generators
that they turn on for eight
hours a day to help provide a
way to charge their phones in
order to communicate with
people outside of Puerto Rico.
“There was a long time
where we didn’t have any
communication. We have gotten to a point where we have
cell phone internet, but that is
about it. Thus, it is very hard
for us to actually know what
is going on in Puerto Rico
and the rest of the world because the internet connection
is so slow that it is hard to
get anything to load. Most of
our news comes from word of
mouth or written letters,” said
Ruiz.
Although there have
been some improvements in
electricity since the storm,
Ruiz has not heard a very positive outlook on when it will
be fully restored.
“I have heard that we
are not going to have energy
in most places until January.
People are getting by with generators. The problem is that it
is very expensive to keep them
going because the prices are
going up on gas, so people
who have generators share the
energy with their neighbors,”
said Ruiz.
Due to the poor state
of the infrastructure, many
people have left San Juan in
search of a more stable life
until conditions improve in
Puerto Rico.
“It seems like there are a
lot less people on the island,
and everyday we are saying
goodbye to people who are
fleeing the effects of the hurricane,” said Ruiz.
People who leave are generally in need of services that
aren’t likely to be resotred in
Puerto Rico anytime soon,
whether that is medical care
or schooling.
“Most of the people who
are leaving are either old or
in medical need. There are
not enough hospitals that are
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Ruiz (right) helping clean up branches and limbs after the storm.

open. You hear announcements on the radio about a
specific hospital that is in
need of diesel and if it doesn’t
get it in the next ten hours,
it will shut down,” said Ruiz.
“There are others leaving due
to schooling or their jobs.
Some companies are telling all
of their employees to leave the
island because they don’t want
to risk having to pay for something if it goes wrong where
there isn’t much medical attention.”
Even though communication in San Juan is pretty
bad, it is still much better
than most other places in the
country. There are some small
towns that are still cut off from
any outside help.
“We have generators and
water because we are in the
largest city in Puerto Rico.
There are towns here that are
basically completely inaccessible. Due to this, there is a
total uncertainty in the death
toll and how many people are
actually in need. The military
cannot even get to some of
these places, so what they have
started to do, until they can get
there, is to drop a large box of
supplies in an open area and
hope that the people can get to
it,” said Ruiz. “This is scary because there are a lot of people,
especially the elderly, who are
not getting proper medical
attention in these towns. For
example, people with diabetes
can’t keep their medicine cold,
which can be a huge problem.”
“We have gotten word
that in some of the hard to
reach towns they are rationing their food. For example, I
heard of one place where they
are having oatmeal once a day
as of now in order to ration
their supply,” said Ruiz.
In order to try to help
with the food shortage, St.
Ignatius High School and the
parish helped create a food
pantry for people who were in
need, whether they could pay
or not.
“We started the food pantry to make food more available to those who can’t wait
that long in a line, such as the
elderly or single mothers who
have to look after their kids,”
said Ruiz. “There are people
who have money in their bank
account, but they cannot withdraw it due to long lines, so
they can’t pay for their food.
There are lines to get into

Walmart that take more than
five hours to get through. So,
if somebody has a bad knee
or back problems, they have
trouble standing in a line for
that long, which makes it hard
for them to get food. They end
up depending on their neighbors to get groceries for them.”
One structure that sustained damage from the storm
was the parish church, but
with some help, they were able
to get it up and running again.
“Our church had a lot of
damage inside and outside, so
we organized a lot of volunteers to help clean up to begin
with. Once things normalized
enough to have Masses and
have a congregation there, we

more than there were before
and Ruiz isn’t quite sure why.
“At first, there were less
people attending Mass due
to the inability to drive to get
there. We thought we were going to have decreasing numbers due to people leaving the
island, but last Sunday we had
a lot of new people. I’m not
sure if it’s related to people
looking for answers or that
they have more time to go to
Mass since the power is out or
what, but more people have
started to come to Mass,” said
Ruiz.
Although he has helped
a lot with the physical needs,
Ruiz feels that he is most
needed to talk with people

A group of volunteers in Puerto Rico after Hurricane Maria.

switched to the focus of ‘How
do we respond to this as a
church?’” said Ruiz. “One of
the most important things for
me was making sure that we
were going to be able to have
Mass on the first Sunday after
the hurricane. The parking lot
looked like a forest after the
storm due to all of the limbs
and branches. Currently, there
is an area in the church where
we can’t sit because some of
the sliding door panels are not
stable.”
Even
though
Maria caused major damage
throughout the city, the church
is still able to have Masses, but
they have had to change times
around a little bit.
“Our church has no
generator, so we have had to
switch Masses to times where
it is light outside, but we are
still able to have daily Masses,”
said Ruiz.
The storm has led to varying amounts of people coming
to Mass. It was originally less,
but recently there have been

and deal with them at their
current emotional level. He
has helped start a ministry
where they go out and listen
to people’s struggles and offer
encouragement and prayer.
“Out of all of the days
since the hurricane, there
have only been two days that
I haven’t heard somebody’s
story and then had them cry.
Sometimes it is the most mundane interaction where you
ask somebody how they are
doing and they immediately
start crying. There is a lot of
suffering and these people
have been through a lot, so
many of them are emotionally very unstable,” said Ruiz.
“There was a lady who came
in to talk who had recently
gotten cancer and then the
storm hit and destroyed her
apartment, so she had lost everything, and she just had no
idea what to do next.”
“There was an older lady
whose husband died during
the hurricane and she couldn’t
get out to bury him. His body

was in the house for two days
before she was finally able to
get some neighbors to help
her bury him in the backyard,”
said Ruiz.
Ruiz believes that he is
being called to sit and listen to
people. Normally, his parish
has times for confessions, but
he has sent up extra times for
people who are just needing to
talk.
“I have told a lot of people that God’s position is to accompany us and be with those
who are suffering. As a priest,
I am an alter Christus and I
am meant to help be the presence of God to those who are
suffering.”
Due to all of the suffering and questioning, Ruiz has
had to be careful about how he
talks about evil in the world
and God’s relation to it.
“I have had to be very
careful with how I have
preached about the problem
of evil because a lot of people
don’t want to easily take the
Catholic answer. Many people
like to take what the Old Testament says literally because
it is easier to blame God for
causing the evil,” said Ruiz.
“There were a lot of people
struggling with what I used to
teach in my theology class: the
problem of evil. It was interesting to see it all play out in
real-life.”
Although there have
been countless negative effects of the storm, it has also
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inspired hope and many people have reached out to help.
Some volunteers reached out
to help with manual labor.
“We’ve had a large group
of Mormons and a large group
from the local high school
come and help at the parish.
It was really cool to see everyone helping, even if they don’t
have the same religious beliefs
as me,” said Ruiz.
Also, the storm has
caused an increase in the community feeling.
“I was with a lady, who at
some point realized that all of
her food in her fridge was going to go bad. So, she decided
to have a huge cookout for everyone in the neighborhood
and to just give away food to
people. Later, though, she was
struggling to find food because she has a bad knee and
can’t wait in line for food. She
ate peanut butter sandwiches
for a couple of days until some
of her neighbors found out
and then they all took her in
to eat with them. People in the

neighborhood started coming
together to make community
meals with what supplies they
have,” said Ruiz.
Due to the lack of gas
and terrible communication,
many people have had to try
more conventional ways of
moving and interacting with
each other. Ruiz described it
as “going back to the 80s.”
“People are spending a
lot less time with screens and
a lot more time with faces,”
said Ruiz. “Things have become a lot more inefficient
because people have to write a
note and bring it to somebody
and put it where they will see
it or spread news by word of
mouth rather than sending a
text or an email. Also, there
are a lot of kids out riding
bikes and playing outside and
you will see their families out
walking around with them.”
One of the things that
people have realized is that
the only way that they can get
through this is by leaning on
each other and helping each
other out.
“There was a couple who
came to me looking for help.
Their son was going through
a lot of mental issues, but
he lives in Boston, so they
couldn’t reach him. It was
hard for them to reach out
because they are leaders in
the community and not used
to needing to ask for help, but
they came to me, knowing
that I had studied in Boston,
and we were able to get their
son the help he needed,” said
Ruiz.
Another way people have
done this is by leaning on
the Church for help since the
Church has such a wide pull.
“One of the wonderful
things that we have are the Jesuit networks. There are many
high school seniors here who
can’t go to school, so other Jesuit high school have let them
come for free for the rest of
their senior year.”
Ruiz feels God’s presence
in Puerto Rico through the
amount of aid and empathy
people are showing one another.
“God is here. Although
some people don’t think so,
He is. It is really cool to experience it rather than just hear
about it. There are tons of people coming to help,” said Ruiz.
SLUH has been working on a Senior Project trip to
Puerto Rico for January. They
have been in contact with Ruiz
and the president of St. Ignatius school.
“I talked to Father Flabio
Bravo, who is the president
of the high school here, and
he was really excited about
the SLUH senior project trip.
There is going to be work for
people to do here for a long
time to come. There are a lot
of homeless people because
complete sections of the island were wiped out due to
the storm,” said Ruiz. “Right
now, every volunteer who
comes is a sign of hope. It is
a sign that somebody will get
help who wouldn’t have gotten
it otherwise.”
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Schmelter discusses how Hurricane Maria has impacted her personal
life; parents set to fly home on Friday
needed to take the ACT or submit applications, they don’t have
internet, they don’t have any of
that. So the ramifications of this
are felt pretty widely throughout
the island.
Obviously, the lower, socioeconomic communities suffer
even more because they have less
access to some of that. But even
when you think of cash, I don’t
know about you as a teenager
but I don’t carry ever a lot of cash
because I can use my debit card.
Well if there’s no power, you have
no way to get money. Until the
banks could open and all that, so
everything had to be done manually which is crazy to think about.
JS: Ok, I know your parents
stayed with some friends while
the storm came through, but
when they went back to their
house, was it damaged?
AS: Yeah, so my parents live in
a condo. It’s a 17 story building. They actually live in the top
floor. So they went to one of their
neighbors that lives in the 6th
floor because of the concern of
how much stronger the winds
would be up there, and also if
they lost power, or if they had
to evacuate for whatever reason,
given that they’re older, it would
be a lot easier to go six stories
than all the way from the 17th
floor. So they did that.
Their building is about 20
years old, and when they built
that, obviously the newer construction is built to sustain strong
winds. I don’t know how they
measure that, but my parents
invested in storm windows, so
they actually were equipped with
metal covers to the windows, that
you know, you lower them, and
they did that in preparation for
the storm, so they escaped with
limited damage.
The building has a generator that they’ve been able to
secure some diesel, but they’re
not running it 24/7 because they
want to conserve fuel, so they
only have certain hours, in the
morning and through the night,
that they operate that.
So you could call them
pretty fortunate. That’s why it
wasn’t an emergency to get them
out here, but you know we worry
that this may take so long that if
they did have an emergency, you
know not all the hospitals are
functioning and even those that
are operating are not 100%, so we
would much rather they be in St.
Louis.

AS: No, I was pretty worried. I
was here, and one of the T.V. stations there was showing live coverage, and so I was here working
with that opened up seeing their
live coverage and I don’t know
if you’ve seen any videos, but it
was pretty scary. (At one point, I
heard my mother) on the phone,
she said ‘oh my gosh you should
hear the winds outside.’ They
were almost like in a shell because
they had all the storm windows
down even at their friend’s house
but they could hear the oooh, outside, and no I was pretty worried.
I think it hit me, not immediately
after, but obviously it wasn’t until
a day or two later until you start
recognizing the extent of the

of the family is in Puerto Rico.
My mom only has a sister, but
my two cousins on that side are
both in Puerto Rico with their
kids and their families. And then
the extended, second cousins and
all that. A lot of my friends from
growing up and my high school
friends are there.
JS: Have you been in touch with
all of them too?
AS: Not all of my relatives, but
with a lot of my girlfriends, with
the ones that are really close to me
I called personally more recently,
but then we have this group chat
where I heard from them to
know that they’re doing fine.

in college out east, so you know time to go unless you’re ready
they’ve been communicating to, you know it’s hard to say I’m
with him as well.
just going to go and help because
until they get a lot of the powerJS: And plus you grew up there. lines out of the street, some areas
Is it hard, and plus you were just are not even safe. If my parents
there, and I don’t know where couldn’t come here, I would defiyou grew up or if you’ve seen im- nitely be on a flight over there,
ages, but it must be hard looking but I think it’s safer to bring them
at whatever you are seeing online here for the time being.
and seeing that place changed.
And you know one of the
things that a lot of my friends and
AS: Oh yeah, I mean I can’t even I are doing are, there’s been some
tell you how many times I’ve organizations from Florida that
cried. You know there’s a lot that are shipping goods and all that,
I see just from my friends post- so my friends that live in that
ing pictures to maybe the media area have been part of organizing
posting pictures that I get to see. that. We’ve tried to send money
And yeah, it’s pretty heartbreak- to help with that. My friends that
ing. Just yesterday, I was watching I’ve talked to, as soon as the mail
something on Facebook. Most is operating, we’ve asked them
of my friends don’t even have what they need, you know beaccess to Facebook. But other cause there’s some things that I
people that may have access post could easily get here and mail to
some things and yeah it’s not easy them, but we haven’t been able to
watching that.
do that because until everything
One of my friends said that is back to normal, we don’t know
it really hit her because she said if you put it in the mail when it
her mom called and she was cry- will get there. So that’s kind of
ing and it just happened that my been part of it. I think a lot of my
friend had gone to the grocery girlfriends that live in the states,
store. She was complaining that we’ve told all our friends you
she bought a bottle of water and it know whoever needs to get out of
was warm and then it dawned on there you’re welcome here. One
her, we do have water. And I can of my friends posted, you know,
go to the grocery store whenever ‘where one sleeps many more
I want and get what we need, and can, where a couple eat, many
so, yeah, you think, this is not just more can,’ so we’ve tried to supimpacting people with limited re- port them in that way. So, yeah,
it’s kind of heartbreaking to hear
“I can’t even tell what they’re going through.”

you how many
times I’ve cried.”
-Anja Schmelter
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A photo from a friend posted in Schmelter’s group chat.

damage.
JS: How’s the recovery effort going because I know there’s also
been disputes in the United States
whether our aid is making an impact there or not.

AS: The news coming from Puerto Rico is that they feel positive
that the Department of Defense
sent one of the generals to work
with the governor of Puerto Rico
down there and they’re taking
more of a military response to
the situation. And they deployed
not only a fully operational hospital ship if you will, but military
trucks and all that that are better
equipped to go in the shaky terrain to get to places that they otherwise couldn’t get to.
I can only imagine that it’s
a daunting task to respond to
“It’s defintely
like this. And, yeah, it’s
hard to hear about something
kind of frustrating when you see
my friends that it turn into politics, but the people
lost everything that are down there are trying to
do the best they can. It’s going to
even though we’re take a lot of money to help Puerto
just talking about Rico, and you know there’s been
response from what I
material things.” acangreat
tell from musicians that are
-Anja Schmelter Puerto Ricans, artists, athletes, to
kind of join in, you know to raise
money for the costs. And hopeful
JS: Ok, and I just want to circle all of that will help Puerto Rico
back to this, but I know you got reset if you will.
in touch with them fairly quickly,
but what were you doing as that JS: And then, I’m just curious,
was happening, were you keep- how many people are down there
ing a close eye on the storm or that you’re related to?
did you not really think the storm
would be as bad as it was?
AS: Oh my gosh a lot. My dad is
one of seven, and most of his side

And one of my friends runs
an advertising firm, for instance,
and she couldn’t, they couldn’t get
into their offices. The building
had totally no power. So I think,
eventually last week, they were
able to lease a conference room
in a building that has a big generator that they were leasing out
space to businesses so that her
team could come together. You
know so, I had another girlfriend
that was commenting on the
chat that she runs a small business, and the cash that she had on
hand she had to distribute to her
employees because she knew she
wouldn’t be able to pay them for
the next few weeks, so you know
the ramifications are incredible.
JS: Ok, yeah. So has your son,
Nico, a senior at SLUH, been following along too? Have you been
updating him?
AS: Oh yeah, so we were just in
Puerto Rico in August, so it’s even
more sad because we were there
so recently, and the areas that we
saw that were amazing and that
we visited or that we took my
parents to dinner or were at the
beach, are totally destroyed. So
we’ve all kept tabs on what’s going
on. The kids talked to my parents,
and Nico, he has one of his first
cousins that are there. My older
brother has three boys graduated from Collegio San Ignacio,
and the oldest one is working
in Connecticut, the middle one
graduated from Boston College
and was working back in Puerto
Rico, and the youngest one is still

sources, it’s impacting everybody
and how long it will take. I mean
some think it could be six months
to a year before the infrastructure
is even back to some level of normalcy. But, yeah, it’s definitely
hard to hear about my friends
that lost everything even though
we’re just talking material things.
JS: Right, and material things are
hard too. Just any change like that.
AS: Yeah, I mean I think at the
end of the day I’m grateful they’re
alive because material things can
be replaced, but you know at the
end of the day that’s easier said
than done if you’ve worked so
hard to build what you’ve built,
whether that’s a business or a
home and in a few hours you see
it get shattered, that’s still hard to
recover from. And how long it
will take before it will be the same
place you know. I mean I worry
if I’m a tourist, I don’t want to
go to Puerto Rico anytime soon,
yet Puerto Rico is still dependent
on tourism, so how long before
those beaches that I call home are
back to normal. I don’t know.
JS: So, do you visit Puerto Rico
yearly?
AS: Yeah we go pretty often. Pretty often as the kids got older with
their activities we at least went
once a year. But we used to go a
couple times of year, certainly
during the summer.

JS: Yeah, I mean there’s so many
levels there I can’t even imagine
what it would be like, especially
because when my parents go out
of town on a trip or something,
it’s always worrisome for me even
though there isn’t a major problem. But for them, they’re in the
middle of that hurricane, and it’s
also the place you grew up, so
there’s physical changes, and so
many difficulties there, I imagine it’s stressful and emotionally
draining, but just know that us at
the Prep News and the St. Louis
U. High community are praying
for you and the people of Puerto
Rico.
AS: Oh I know that, and SLUH,
through the Jesuits, is trying to
help us as well. I know that Campus Ministry is looking to possibly send some boys there. I told
them to assess the situation as it
gets closer. Hopefully, by January,
it’s a different story and maybe
there are some areas where they
can be of help. And there was
even some talk of Mission Week
being focussed on that. But no, I
know, I can’t even tell you, as you
grow older, you don’t get a lot of
texts for your birthday, and so I

“At the end of the
day, I’m grateful
they’re alive.”
-Anja Schmelter

forgot. When you’re younger everybody texts you or puts something on Instagram, and as you
get older you get some messages
and stuff like that. But when this
happened, I can’t even tell you
JS: And you don’t know when how many people that I know
you’ll be back again?
that maybe I haven’t even heard
from in a while, this [pointing
AS: You know, I don’t know. to phone] was like buzzing like it
Right now is probably not a good buzzes for you guys on social me-

dia and all that, so it’s been really
great.
My husband and I are getting a group of friends together
too because they all are saying
‘how can we help, how can we
help,’ just to raise money that we
can send over there, and so you
know that’s one of the ways in
which we can unite our friends
that are not necessarily from
Puerto Rico but know so well and
have met my family and all that
and want to help, to help in that
regards.
And you know I’m keeping
close tab with all of my friends to
say when the moment is right,
and we can do some more or
go physically to Puerto Rico to
help in any way, you know we’re
prepared to do that. Right now
my priority is making sure my
parents are safe, so if we can get
them out of there for the time
being because they’re at that age
where they’re still very independent and all that, but if there’s an
emergency it’s a lot harder at their
age to deal with that and so here
they wouldn’t have to deal with
that until things get a little more
normal.
JS: And they’re just going to stay
here for the foreseeable future?
AS: Yeah, you know I joke with
my dad. I said, ‘The weather in
St. Louis has been so crazy. Bring
one suitcase with clothes for
warm weather’ right? Because
one day it could be 80 degrees.
“But bring some winter clothes as
well”—because they may be here
a few weeks, or they may be here
a few months, and winter will be
here around the corner, and then
I said, joking, “Dad, yeah, you
might want to bring your suit in
case you’re here for Nico’s graduation.” But you know you just never know. I’ve never dealt with this,
so I don’t know what to predict.
On the one hand I think
they’re very close to us, they love
being around our family. My older brother lives in Louisville. They
have my sister in law’s mom with
them. Her dad passed away, but
her mom came over, and so we’re
going to see them hopefully in a
few weeks in November. But it’s
easy then for my brother to come
here to see my parents. Nico’s
brother, David, and Christina
play basketball at Wash U., and
my dad loves basketball, so I said,
“Dad, look on the bright side,
basketball season is starting.” And
I know they were at first hesitant
to leave. They have family there
and friends and a great network,
but I think as the situation has
gotten more sensitive.
I think now they’re like “ok,
let’s do this.” They worry about
another hurricane coming and
them not being there. And I said
“well you’re going to leave keys
with good friends who are going
to keep an eye on their place.” So
I think they’ve kind of resigned
themselves. Alright, you know
there’s fear of the unknown, but
there’s a lot more security in
knowing that they’re going to be
here until things kind of settle in
Puerto Rico. No sense in putting
them in a situation that could be
dangerous for them.

SLUH stuns Mo. swimming community; takes
second
overall at COMO Invite
John Burke and Joe
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country sprints past MCC
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n one of the most spectacular weeks in recent memory,
the St. Louis U. High swim
team won two dual meets and
captured second place at the
COMO Invitational, the biggest meet of the year.
Last Thursday, the swimmers took down Parkway
Central 128-58 in another
dominant dual meet victory.
With the big weekend meet at
Mizzou in sight, the team did
not focus on huge time cuts or
state-qualifying times. They
focused instead on resting up
and securing a win.
However, it is worth noting that sophomore Micah See
was named Swimmer of the
Meet for a seven second time
drop in the 100 Freestyle after
weeks of dedication and hard
work at practice.
The following day, Friday,
the team had an abbreviated
practice to their workouts going into the COMO Invitational, which took place the
next day at the University of
Missouri Columbia’s natatorium. During activity period,
senior captain Barclay Dale
gave each member of the team
a goal time for the events that
the person was swimming at
the meet. With goal times in
mind and a cautious sense of
confidence, the team prepared
for Saturday’s meet.
Nothing about the next

SLUH swim and dive after COMO Invite.

day disappointed.
On Saturday, the swim an
dive team took second place,
the highest that the team has
ever scored. What is more,
they posted gigantic time
drops across the board, more
individual state qualifiers, a
new meet record, and a new
school record.
“It was the best meet of
everyone’s lives,” said head
coach Lindsey Ehret after the
meet. “There are no words.
I’ve never experienced a meet
like that. We swam with a lot
of heart.”
Among the stand out performances were senior Math-

Rock Bridge poses strong
challenge for Jr. Bills
Nick Prainito
REPORTER

T

he St. Louis U. High football team has had a tough
road leading up to tonight’s
game, playing three straight
teams in the top 15 of the
Missouri high school football rankings. SLUH faced the
Rock Bridge Bruins, and fell
45-7, dropping their record to
3-5. In the rout, SLUH faced
a tough test against a championship-tier squad, with Rock
Bridge showcasing their powerhouse offense and moving
up to No. 14 in the state rankings.
Straight from kick off,
Rock Bridge forced a fumble,
and with the ball inside the
SLUH red zone, the Bruins
easily drove the ball into the
endzone on their first play of
the drive for a very early lead.
“I think the team came
out of the locker room with a
lot of excitement and anxiety,”
said senior quarterback Austin Hannah. “But after a few
quick mistakes at the beginning of the game, we struggled to find confidence.”
“We have not executed,
we need to do a better job of
playing the system,” said head
coach Mike Jones.
Rock Bridge displayed its

defensive strength, as SLUH
struggled to gain more than a
couple yards at a time, forced
to a three-and-out on each of
the next four drives.
After the Bruins’ third
touchdown put them up 210, the Jr. Bills again fumbled
on the ensuing kickoff. However, SLUH’s defense showed
its first signs of life, as senior
A.J. Hardin recorded an interception and returned it for
30 yards, moving the offense
from being pinned in its own
territory.
On the next drive, Hannah completed short passes
to get the Jr. Bills inside the
red zone, but another interception gave the ball back to
the Bruins. Rock Bridge held
a commanding 35-0 lead at
halftime.
SLUH was able to hold
the Bruins to a single field
goal in the third quarter, and
the Jr. Bills reached the end
zone in the fourth when Hannah found Hardin with a tenyard touchdown pass. Rock
Bridge would score another
touchdown and go on to win
45-7.
For a victory against
Jackson tonight, reducing
turnovers will be a major
component. In addition, says

ias Hostetler’s 50 Butterfly split
of a 23.28 in the 200 Medley
Relay and junior Will Slatin
qualifying for finals in two
individual events, despite severe shoulder pain. With two
new state qualifiers, senior Joe
Jellinek and sophomore Sean
Santoni in the 200 IM and the
500 Freestyle respectively, the
team met its goal of 10 individual state qualifiers, a feat
that seemed impossible at the
beginning of the season. There
were also major improvements
from junior Daniel Fink in
both the 200 and the 500 Freestyle, dropping a total of 15
seconds, as well as from senior
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captain Jack Laux, who is now
a second away from a state
cut in the 100 Breaststroke. In
the 100 Freestyle, senior captain Nick Mattingly achieved
a second state cut, and junior
Joe Feder dropped a second to
take fourth overall. Feder also
dropped five seconds in his
200 Freestyle, taking fifth, and
posted an incredible time of
20.96 as the anchor leg of the
200 Freestyle Relay—the fastest 50 free the team has seen
this season. Senior captain
Barclay Dale came out with a
vengeance, taking second in
the 50 Freestyle, but also tak-

continued on page 7

hey came. They saw. They
conquered. Julius Caesar
had nothing on the St. Louis
U. High cross country team,
as they overshadowed his
ways of total domination at
the Metro Catholic Conference meet last Saturday.
The varsity team steamrolled their way to a first place
finish, their 14th straight title,
by placing their top seven in
the eight overall places. The
team also earned a perfect
score of 15, which has only
been done once before, back
in 2014. A perfect score is
awarded when one team takes
the first five overall places in
a race—because the scoring
system only counts the places
of the first five runners despite
seven runners racing.
“We knew that CBC has
a good runner in Michael Hogan, who’s actually [freshman]
Daniel Hogan’s older brother,
and DeSmet has a good runner in Colin Donovan,” said
head coach Joe Porter. “We
kind of came in with a game
plan to take them out of their
rhythm, and if we were able to
take them out of their rhythm
and keep our pack together,
then having a perfect score
would be a possibility.”
The team decided on
running very strategically due
to the nature of the course.
The course was adapted from

what the team ran on at the
Forest Park Cross Country
Festival, with a few minor
changes. However, the biggest
obstacle of the course, a grueling hill that goes straight up
to the Planetarium, was still
present.
“The hill was right before the two mile,” said junior
Reed Milnor. “So it’s a little bit
farther out from the finish on
this course than it was at Forest Park [Festival], so it was a
little bit more of a challenge
to keep the pace and lengthen
afterward.”
The nature of the course
forced runners to focus on
conserving energy when
needed and challenged them
to conquer the various turns
and hills.
“We were trying to run
with Colin Donovan from
DeSmet at the start of the race,
and taking our first 2k together, then from there we’d make
moves,” said Milnor. “We also
really wanted to work on having a good finish in the last k
because at Parkway West we
lost a lot of places, and we sort
of lost the meet because of our
last k.”
The team was led by junior Patrick Hetlage, who was
crowned champion with a
time of 16:58—SLUH’s 11th
MCC Champion. Behind Hetlage, Milnor finished with a
time of 17:04, and senior Paul
Burka finished with a time

continued on page 7

Trip to Peoria, Ill. bears fruit for soccer
Stephen Ocampo, Jack
Callahan
CORE STAFF, REPORTER

T

he St. Louis U. High soccer team came back from
a weekend trip to Peoria, Ill.
with a pair of wins over the
Normal Community Ironmen
and the Peoria Notre Dame
Irish.
Due to a concussion,
senior captain Kurt Schumacher did not play during
the weekend. Instead, senior
Ethan Buss filled his place in
the starting line up.
“It’s almost like we didn’t
miss Kurt because he played
so well,” said head coach
Charlie Martel.
Regardless of missing
one of their captains and an
almost three hour trip to Peoria, the Jr. Bills came out with
the same fast paced and strong
defensive play they have been
displaying all season, creating
a number of chances early on.
“We pretty much play
our game and see what other
teams can do,” said Martel.
“We had an energy about
us that elevated our play and
I think scared the other teams
in a sense,” said senior captain
Will Rudder.
Halfway through the first
half, the Jr. Bills finally found
the back of the net when secontinued on page 7 nior Ray Goedeker received a

art | Tommy Rogan

ball from his fellow forward,
junior Louis Vacca, and put
a move on the Normal Community defenseman for a
wide open shot. Three minutes later, Goedeker returned
the favor to the other member
of the dynamic duo, setting up
Vacca for a goal of his own to
put the Jr. Bills up 2-0 with 18
minutes left in the half.
“I just happened to be
in the right place at the right
time to put the extra goal in,”
said Vacca.

In the second half, the Jr.
Bills did not let off of the gas,
scoring another goal early in
the half as Rudder fully extended his left leg to touch the
ball into the back of the net
after getting set up on a free
kick by senior Peter Kickham
to seal the 3-0 victory over the
Ironmen.
“I’ll just say they call me
‘Daddy Long Legs’ for a reason,” said Rudder.
The following day, the
team matched up against

Notre Dame, a team who had
previously defeated the Jr.
Bills’ MCC rival, the Chaminade Red Devils, 7-2.
“We didn’t know anything about them except that
they had a good record, and
usually when we travel we always try to face the best teams
in the area, so we knew it was
going to be a good game,” said
Goedeker.
However, the team’s
toughest opponent was not

continued on page 7
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Puck season back with the Top Hat Cross country repeats itself as
Tournament;
powerful offense
MCC champions
Ben Cox
REPORTER

O

h, baby! It’s puck season!
The Junior Bills faced off
against Kirkwood for their
first preseason game. Being
the favorites for this game,
SLUH won their first Top Hat
game, defeating Kirkwood
6-1. By the end of the first period, the Jr. Bills were up 4-0
with 27 shots on goal. With
7:07 minutes left in the third
period, Kirkwood struck back
with a consolation goal to
make it 6-1. Former defenseman turned forward Steven
Pawlow led the SLUH offense
with two goals.
“The atmosphere in the
locker room is ecstatic. We
came out strong against Kirkwood, and we have to finish
every game like we started,”
said senior Jack Watcher.
The Jr. Bills followed
their first victory with an all

out offensive domination over
Webster Groves, winning 130. Senior Joe Winkelmann led
the way with five goals.
“It’s a confidence builder,
and it shows us how we have
to bring it every game. Playing
our best each time we step on
the ice is crucial,” said Winkelmann.
That mentality certainly
showed during the biggest
game of the tournament so
far against CBC. The crowd at
the game was buzzing, a huge
turnout bolstered by STUCO
hosting a Taco Tuesday and a
promise by senior spirit leader
Sam Lockwood to dye his hair
blue if 75 students showed
up. That attendance challenge
was certainly surpassed, and
Lockwood arrived at school
Thursday with a head of blue.
Sophomore Bob Lockwood
started the game off with a
goal in the first minute of the

game on a sneaky snipe past
the goalie.
“Having your school
and friends come out to support you makes it about more
than you or even the team.
The crowd raises the stakes,
and when we get a big crowd
like we did against CBC it really means something special,”
said recent Penn State commit, junior Christian Berger.
Senior Trevor White
tacked on two more goals in
the game and Winkelmann
scored, burying the long time
rival Cadets 4-0.
Head coach Jack Behan
is pleased with his team thus
far and what they have accomplished.
“It’s all about confidence.
Players gaining confidence in
coaches and coaches gaining
confidence in their players. It
is very important that we trust
in each other,” said Behan.

Junior goalie Brendan Rasch in front of the SLUH crowd at Webster.

(continued from page 6)

of 17:07. Following these top
three were sophomores Adam
Mittendorf (17:23), Lucas
Rackers (17:33), junior Chris
Staley (17:40), and sophomore
Noah Scott (17:50).
“It was those guys executing our game plan extremely
well,” said Porter. “At Parkway
West last week we faded in the
last k, so our focus with the
guys was to close really well in
the last k, and that’s what they
did. They ran really well there,
and that’s where it mattered
the most.”
The varsity team also was
able to greatly improve their
time spread from their first
runner to their fifth runner,
from 1:05 at the Parkway West
Invitational, to 35 seconds at
the MCC meet.
“It was very windy, which
definitely slowed times down,
and the grass was longer than
it was at the Festival, which
slows times down,” said Porter. “But the goal was to come
in, and keep our one to five
gap close; it was thirty-five
seconds this time, which is the
shortest it’s been all year.”
Following the stellar example of the varsity squad, the
JV squad came out of the gate
ready to wrangle their MCC
rivals after ceding the title to
DeSmet last year. The team
also earned a perfect score

and beat their past rivals, DeSmet, by 41 points.
Junior Jack Buehring led
the pack with a champion finish of 18:12. He was followed
by senior Matt Gunn, who
finished second with a time
of 18:18. They were followed
by sophomores Joe Callahan (18:35) and Ben Krieger
(18:38), and junior Jack Sommers (18:39).
“This is a very deep
team,” said Porter. “We pressured the guys because we lost
JV for first time since 2003 last
year, so we really called them
out on it, and they did a great
job.”
After the JV race came
the freshman race, which was
slightly delayed due to an unexpected helicopter landing
on the Archery Fields. The
helicopter was forced to land
close by because it was too
windy to land at Barnes-Jewish Hospital off Kingshighway,
but the crew did not realize
there was a race. As soon as
the helicopter landed, an ambulance was called to take the
patient to Barnes.
After the kerfuffle with
the copter the freshman race
began. Freshman Daniel Hogan came out looking for redemption after placing second
at the Parkway West Invitational, and finished first with a
time of 19:08, nearly fifty sec-
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onds faster than the Chaminade runner behind him.
Following Hogan came
Reid Jackson and Henry Bournef, who finished side-by-side
with times of 20:12, then
Noah Apprill-Sokol (20:22),
Hayden Rutledge (20:30), and
Ryan Kramer (20:31).
This first place victory
for the freshman team continues the 26 year victory streak,
beginning at the birth of the
MCC. It also marks the third
straight meet at which the
freshmen have been crowned
champions.
“No one on the team ran
a PR,” said Porter. “That was
to be expected with the wind,
especially during the freshman race. But they looked
good, with 22 points, they
won by 32 points over DeSmet and Chaminade teams
who are pretty solid when you
look over the area at freshmen
teams.”
Coming out of this tremendous triumph, the SLUH
cross country team hopes to
continue their dominance as
the Varsity two, JV, and Freshman teams will race at the
Borgia Invitational in Washington, Mo. this Saturday, and
as the top seven look far ahead
at the District Meet on Oct.
21st at Koch Park.

photo | Joe Hillmeyer

Football prepares for Senior Night
(continued from page 6)

Jones, reducing penalties will
be key. False starts especially
have been trouble for SLUH
this year. The team goals for
the game: running for at least
180 yards and the defense
staying focused and not giving up big plays.
“We practiced on us-

ing different snap counts all
week,” said Jones, noting that
the team did see a reduction
of penalties last Friday.
Following the conclusion of tonight’s games, SLUH
will be placed in the District 2
Championship, with the first
game next Friday. The district
and state tournaments consist

of single-elimination games.
“We need to work on
playing as one unit and doing our individual responsibilities,” said Hannah. “If that
can happen and we can regain
some confidence as a team,
then we will be successful.”
Varsity cross country after the MCC Meet.

photo | Mr. James Hetlage

Swimming adds six state qualifications Forwards fire up; winning streak at four
to an already deep state team
(continued from page 6)
Vacca netted one of his own
“It was good for our ener(continued from page 6)

ing first in the 100 Backstroke,
shaving nearly a second off his
time, while setting a school
and a meet record time of
51.90 seconds. Senior Jacob
Fields also swam very well,
lowering his state qualifying
time in the 100 Butterfly. For
many, though, the highlights
of the meet were the 200 and
the 400 Freestyle Relays. SLUH
took third in both events, led
by senior captain John Burke,
who finally broke through the
state barrier in both the 50 and
the 100 Freestyle.
“Watching Lindsey [Ehret] cry after John Burke qualified for state in the 400 yard relay was amazing,” said former
captain and current Mizzou
Tiger Andrew Gammon ’17,
who made a much welcomed
appearance on deck at the
meet.
Prior to a full team stop at
Fritz’s Frozen Custard on the

way home, and the team consuming close to twenty boxes
of pizza, each coach gave a
speech on the bus, commending the team on the truly incredible day they had just had.
“It was so collective. Everyone was up. Everyone was
behind everyone else. Everyone was so fantastic,” said Ehret.
“COMO was honestly one
of the most memorable experiences of my coaching career,” said assistant coach Tony
Ciarviano. “The way the team
came together and supported
each other...the way the team
fed off each other’s positive energy...it’s just a testament to our
training and drive...I’ve seen
[what happened at COMO]
before from an outside stance,
but to be a part of it was something special.”
“It was the most exciting
swim meet I have ever seen.
And I’ve seen a lot of swim

meets. [The team] just blew
our expectations away,” said
assistant coach Mary Reagan.
Winning second place at
COMO is a big deal for several reasons. First off, it is the
highest SLUH has ever placed.
One of the team goals this year
was to place in the top four at
COMO. Second off, COMO
is arguably harder to win than
State due to many more participants and therefore much
greater depths of other teams.
And finally, the only team that
SLUH lost to, Cape Central
High School, is not even in
SLUH’s state class, meaning
that SLUH is in an even better
position to take home a state
championship.
It was certainly hard for
the team to return to reality
after Saturday’s meet. But, for
fear of burning up in the sun

the team itself, but the conditions under which the game
was played. Not only was
the field smaller than a typical soccer field, but in the first
half, the Jr. Bills had to play
against strong winds and in
light rain. However, despite
these conditions, the Jr. Bills
prevailed, scoring three goals
in the first half.
“I was hoping we could
go to halftime 0-0 and get the
wind in the second,” said Martel. “But we scored three in the
first half. They played great.”
Once again, Goedeker
started off the scoring for the
Jr. Bills halfway through the
first half when senior captain
Stephen Lavigne played a
well-timed ball to Goedeker
for an easy shot. Ten minutes
later, junior Alex Lehmann
located Rudder in front of the
goal with a cross for an easy
continued on page 8 header. Finally, before the
second half came to a close,

for the 3-0 Jr. Bill lead heading
into halftime.
“If all three of us can get
hot at the same time. It’s perfect,” said Goedeker.
In the second half,
though, rain started pouring,
making the small grass field a
wet and muddy wasteland that
the Jr. Bills had to navigate
through. However, the Irish
were not backing down, using
the terrain to their advantage
to score two of their own.
“We got away from our
style of play,” said Rudder.
“It was real sloppy,” said
Martel.
Despite the seeming
comeback from the Irish, the
Jr. Bills were able to hold them
off for a 3-2 victory to rise to a
18-2-1 record after the weekend.
“The games showed our
ability to create chances and
we just need to keep focusing
on finishing,” said Vacca.

gy and spirits,” said Goedeker.
“It was good team bonding,
and it was just fun.”
With the regular season
closing, the team still has their
sights set on continuing their
high level of play, especially
this Saturday as they face the
DeSmet Spartans at DeSmet.
“One thing I noticed this
weekend in Peoria is the dominance we bring to the field
when the whole team is energized,” said Rudder. “I think if
we bring that to every game
for the rest of the season and
postseason we are going to be
a very hard team to beat.”
“We’ve become a stronger team in the last two weeks,
so all we’re going to do is play
the way we always play,” said
Martel.
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Around the Hallways

Senior project site visit
While juniors and sophomores took the PSAT Wednesday,
most seniors visited their Senior Project Sites in preparation
for their important service opportunity approaching in the
month of January. They went for an orientation at the site that
they chose and met with the their volunteer coordinator to see
if the service site was a good partnership.

neering and a Master of Science degree in technology and public policy. He also worked for NASA for several years, serving
on two missions into space. He spent nearly 24 days in outer
space. Massimino now teaches engineering at Columbia University, specializing in science technologies.
Gaelic Football blues sponsor
The Gaelic Football Club was co-founded this year by seniors
Luke Wilmes, Andrew Lally, and Dominic Watkins. When the
co-founders found that they were in need of funds to purchase
jerseys, they did a quick web search and discovered that the
local NHL hockey team, the St. Louis Blues, holds fundraisers for local groups. After reaching out to the organization, the
Blues responded saying that they would give five dollars to the
club for every ticket sold for the game on Dec. 1 against the LA
Kings using the promo code “SLUHGF.” The Gaelic Football
Club also has a Gofundme page that is currently open to donations

APES Trip
Led by science teacher Bill Anderson, six senior volunteers
from the AP Environmental Science class took a trip on
Wednesday to the lily ponds in Tower Grove Park. These six seniors volunteered to work with Green Venture, an after school
STEM program that includes schools consisting of St. Margaret, Tower Grove Christian Academy, Mullanphy, and St. Louis
Language Emersion. The seniors were joined by experts from
SLU to help mentor and teach the middle school students. The
seniors helped students to take measurements of dissolved oxygen, nitrates, phosphates, and other substances in the ponds.
The seniors did an excellent job as educational workers for the PSAT
remainder of the trip.
While seniors and freshmen had the day off on this past
Wednesday, the sophomores and juniors came to school to
Astronaut in Commons
take the PSAT, or the prelimenary SAT. For sophomores, this
On Thursday, SLUH was blessed with the presence of Astro- was the first time taking the test, and for juniors, this was the
naut and professor from Columbia University (NY), Dr. Mi- second time. Those who took the test arrived at school at 8 am
chael Massimino. Dr. Massimino talked during activity period for homeroom and were released when the test ended around
about his life so far and career as an astronaut and engineer. noon.
He attended Columbia University, graduating with a bachelor’s
degree in science and industrial engineering. He then went on 		
—compiled by Noah Apprill-Sokol, JonMarc Hicks,
to study at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology where he Handley Hicks, Jacob Sprock, Kevin Sembrot, and Peter Campgraduated with a Master of Science degree in mechanical engi- bell.

Speech team starts the year off optimistic
BY Ben Klevorn and Adam
Mittendorf
STAFF, REPORTER

S

t. Louis U. High competed in the Christian
Interscholastic Speech Meet
this past Sunday. The team
results have not yet been announced, but the individual
performances were well received by the performers and
the audience.
“I think we are in first
place,” said speech moderator Kathryn Whitaker. “We
had a very strong meet, and
we had a completely full
team. Last year a big part
of our problem was that we
didn’t have a full team for any
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of the meets.”
Eleven students attended the meet: Jack Buehring,
PJ Butler, Sean Cailteux, Alex
Curcuru, Pierce Hastings,
Jake Johnson, Max Kriegshauser, James Pollard, Sam
Pottinger, Ethan Schmidt,
and Darren Tucker. All the
competitors received at least
one ribbon at the meet. There
were nine different categories
that students could choose
from, which were all represented on Sunday.
The following students
received at least one blue ribbon, the highest commendation, in their respective category: Pierce Hastings, Jake

Johnson, Ethan Schmidt,
Jack Buehring, Sean Cailteux,
and James Pollard. The rest
earned a red ribbon, the second highest: Sam Pottinger,
Max Kriegshauser, Darren
Tucker, and PJ Butler.
Although receiving a
ribbon is important, placing
first, second, or third in your
room is more important because that is the qualifier for
finals, which will take place
in February.
“You can get a red ribbon and be first or second
in the room just depending
on the judge because everyone judges differently,” said
Whitaker. “And while you

have a ranking system, it is
still subjective.”
Last year’s team was
never able to bring a full
team to a meet, but Whitaker
and President Max Kriegshauser are hopeful this year
will bring improvement.
“I think we’re in really good shape for starters,
and luckily we will have a
lot more practice time,” said
Whitaker.
“We did really well. We
ribboned in every catagory.
We missed the first meet last
year, and it was really good
to come out and get a fresh
start,” said Kriegshauser.

Regular Schedule

AP Butler University
Rockhurst University
Snack—Chicken Rings
Lunch Special—Pasta Bar
		Vegetarian—Grilled Cheese
7:00PM V Football vs. Jackson

Saturday, October 14
8:00AM Swimming @ Lindbergh
8:30AM C Soccer @ CBCHS
9:00AM C/JV/V2 Cross Country Borgia
10:00AM B Soccer @ De Smet
Paper Cutting—Confucian Classroom
11:00AM C Football @ Jackson
12:00PM V Soccer @ De Smet
1:00PM JV Football @ Jackson

Sunday, October 15
11:00AM Mother’s Club Card Party

Monday, October 16

Half Day Schedule

12:15PM Lehigh University
		Tulane University
12:30PM College of the Holy Cross
3:45PM C Soccer vs. De Smet
4:00PM Chaminade Swimming
4:30PM JV Soccer @ Fort Zumwalt South
5:15PM V Soccer vs. Fort Zumwalt South

Tuesday, October 17

Exam Schedule

4:30PM V Soccer @ Marquette
		
JV Soccer @ Marquette
5:30PM B Soccer @ CBCHS

Wednesday, October 18

Exam Schedule

4:00PM B Soccer @ CBCHS

Thursday, October 19

Exam Schedule

4:00PM JV Soccer @ Eureka
6:00PM V Soccer @ Eureka
6:30PM SLUH Night

Friday, October 20

Day of Service

Bicentennial Service Day
Reunion Lunch and Mass—Class of ‘47
Romeo and Juliet Tech Begins
8:10AM All School Mass—Commons
4:00PM Clayton Cross Country Invitational
6:00PM Swimming @ MICDS

calendar | Liam John

Drive for the Homeless

$2,696.15

raised in monetary donations and items.

Divers continue to improve; look to qualify soon
(continued from page 7)

like ill-fated Icarus, the
team had to return to grinding
for the next few weeks. With
sixteen practices left before the
state meet and only two more
dual meets, the team is looking towards another week or
two of hard practicing before
beginning to taper for the final
meet.
One of those dual meets
was this past Tuesday, in which
the Jr. Bills beat the St. John
Vianney Griffins by a score of
142-41. Trying to maintain the

high energy, the team secured
another very solid victory with
freshman Dominic Fiordelisi
earning swimmer of the meet
for a 14 second time drop in
his 100 Freestyle.
It should also be noted
that the divers on the team,
particularly
the
sophomore twins Max and Gabe
Manalang, have been making
significant progress.
“Both of them have
reached [state] consideration
standards, they both had
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good scores, they both have
11 dives,” said diving coach
Brenndan LeBrunn. “The goal
in the next couple of meets is
to qualify.”
Max placed 14th at
COMO and Gabe placed 11th,
earning nine points for the
team, another factor in the
team’s huge success. Hopefully,
the twins can continue to hone
their skills and score points at
the state meet.
The next meet is tomorrow at the Lindbergh Invite.

The team took second at the
Invite last year and is looking
to continue the momentum of
the past week.
“It’s simple physics for
this team,” said team supporter
Kyle Irvine, ’17. “Momentum
is conserved. And our inertia
is just too massive to be altered by these smaller fish at
the Lindbergh Invite. It’ll be a
chance for us to flex AP Physics knowledge as well as our
athletic talents.”
photo | Meg Beugg
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SLUH tweet of the
week: De Smet Jesuit

@DeSmetJesuitHS
#TBT Mr Wehner roaming the halls & sidelines
during his early days at #DeSmetJesuit #DeSmet50 #AMDG @AD_Emerituscias!”

